
Biography 

Joset Medina was born 1984 in San Cristobal, Venezuela.  He graduated with a degree in 
architecture from the Universidad Del Táchira in Venezuela and then moved to Panama (2008) to 
capitalize on the rapidly growing architecture and construction industry.  In Panama, Joset continued 
to explore his aesthetic vision creating new works imbued with emotion, energy, integrating it into 
nature and his own particular palette of vibrant colors.  Joset’s talents in art and architecture quickly 
became noticed and his works were shown in some of Panama’s most prominent exhibitions such 
as Macrofest, Casa Cor, and several magazines and television channels in Panama and Venezuela. 
With all this emerging success, Joset still knew that Panama was a stepping stone towards his future 
life and leveraged this success towards the next journey in his life.  

In 2014 Joset traveled to California where he immediately stepped into San Francisco’s lively art 
scene.  Here he found hope in new and unexpected adventures with an untethered sense of 
freedom to release the pressure and anxieties he was carrying with him back in Panama.  He was 
determined to have San Francisco as his new home and began planning his return. 

Back in Panama Joset knew that it was no longer his home and so he left and went to Spain.  In 
Spain, he continued to find inspiration and opportunities to travel, exhibit, and to create.  He was 
invited to Italy where he was one of the featured artists at one of Italy’s exclusive cultural events 
“Spirito Nuovo Venezia”.   Being surrounded by all of the cultural intelligentsia at this event reignited 
his imagination and fervor to paint.   Returning to Spain, Joset was able to leave a lasting impression 
in Spain with a permanent painting at the main Cultural center in Talavera de la Reina, Spain where 
once again he found recognition via news and magazine coverage of his works and exhibition “La 
Belleza de Cambio”.  

In 2017 he received his O-1 Visa to come to the United States and start a new phase of his journey 
in San Francisco.  His first year in San Francisco afforded him a period to reflect and achieve a new 
level of personal discovery as well a beautifully nostalgic trip to Asia.  In Asia, he found peace and 
harmony within its people that was balanced into dramatic landscapes and scenery.   The beauty of 
it all immediately inspired him to create some of his latest pieces.  

Now back in San Francisco, Joset is continuously creating his artwork and exhibiting it globally while 
in parallel he continues work in interior design. 
 


